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The universe exists

• The Bible says in Rom. 1:18-23….



The universe shows evidence of a 
designer

• Psalm 19:1 (NKJV) 
The heavens declare the glory of God; And 
the firmament shows His handiwork. 

• (Heb. 3:4)
“For every house is builded by some man, 
but he that built all things is God.’’ 

• William Paley’s illustration of a watch. 



Consider its design

• The sun

– The Sun is like a giant nuclear engine. It gives 
off more energy in a single second than 
mankind has produced since the Creation. 



Consider its design

• The sun

– It converts 8 million tons of matter into energy 
every single second, and has an interior 
temperature of more than 20 million degrees 
Celsius. (Thompson)



Consider its design

• The sun

– The Sun also produces radiation, which, in 
certain amounts, can be deadly to living things 



Consider its design

• The sun

– So God placed the earth at exactly the correct 
distance from the Sun to receive the proper 
amount of heat and radiation to sustain life as 
we know it. 



Consider its design

• The sun

– He placed the earth 93 million miles from the 
sun to help stop the destructive pressure 
waves given off by the Sun as it converts 
matter to energy.



Consider its design

• The sun

– If the Earth were much closer to the Sun, 
human life could not survive because of the 
horrible heat and pressure. 



Consider its design

• The sun

– If the Earth were moved just 10% closer to the 
Sun (about 10 million miles), far too much 
radiation (and heat) would be absorbed. 



Consider its design

• The sun

– If the Earth were moved just 10% farther from 
the Sun, too little heat would be absorbed. 
Either scenario would spell doom for life on the 
Earth.



Consider its design

• The sun

– We receive some protection from the Sun’s 
radiation because of the ozone layer, which 
filters out most of the ultraviolet rays from the 
Sun that would be harmful, or fatal, in larger 
amounts. 



Consider its design

• Earth’s rotation

– The Earth is rotating on its axis at 1,000 miles 
per hour at the equator, and moving around 
the Sun at 70,000 miles per hour 
(approximately 19 miles per second), while the 
Sun and its solar system are moving through 
space at 600,000 miles per hour in an orbit so 
large it would take over 226 million years just 
to complete a single orbit. 



Consider its design

• Moon

– God placed the Earth some 240,000 miles from 
the Moon.



Consider its design

• Moon

– The Moon helps control the movement of the 
oceans (tides). This movement is very 
beneficial to the Earth, because it provides a 
cleansing of shorelines, and helps ocean life to 
prosper. 



Consider its design

• Moon

– Tides are an important part of ocean currents. 
Without these currents, the oceans would 
stagnate, and the animals and plants living in 
the oceans and seas soon would perish.



Consider its design

• Moon

– Our existence as humans depends upon the 
Moon’s tides, which help to balance a delicate 
food chain in nature. If the Moon were moved 
closer to the Earth by just a fifth, the tides 
would be so enormous that twice a day they 
would reach 35-50 feet high over most of the 
Earth’s surface.



Consider its design

• Universe operates with exact scientific laws

– Our Universe operates in accordance with exact 
scientific laws. The precision of the Universe, 
and the exactness of these laws, allow scientists 
to launch rockets to the Moon, with the full 
knowledge that, upon their arrival, they can 
land within a few feet of their intended target. 



Consider its design

• What would be the chance of all these 
things happening by blind chance?

– Someone has calculated that if you throw up 
into the air the 26 letters of the alphabet, and 
their coming down in the exact order would 
happen only once in 500, million, million, 
million times. What about a book, etc.



Consider its design

• Someone has written, 

– “’If the word God were written upon every 
blowing leaf, embossed on every passing cloud, 
engraved on every granite rock, the inductive 
evidence that God is in the world would be no 
stronger than it is. The universe is a big 
advertising poster spelling “God.’”



Consider its design

• Truly as the Psalmist has said,
“The heavens declare the glory of God; And 
the firmament shows His handiwork.”



The design of the human body

• The Psalmist exclaimed, “I am fearfully and 
wonderfully made.” (Psa. 139:14) 

– The longer men study the human body, the 
more they realize that it is a masterpiece of 
intelligent and superhuman planning. 



Consider

• His mind. Man has the ability to think and 
reason. He can appreciate music, poetry, 
and the beauty of God’s earth.



Consider

• His body. The intricate systems in the 
human body give witness to a divine 
planner.



Consider

• DNA

– DNA is the chain of basic materials in the 
chromosomes of the human cell. It contains 
the genetic code and transmits the hereditary 
pattern. 



DNA

• The complexity of DNA is what caused one 
Atheist to reject blind chance:

– Antony Flew, one of the best-known atheists of 
his generation said, “The findings of more than 
50 years of DNA research have provided 
materials for a new and enormously powerful 
argument to design.”



DNA

• Flew said biologists' investigation of DNA 
"has shown, by the almost unbelievable 
complexity of the arrangements which are 
needed to produce [life], that intelligence 
must have been involved.”



Evidence from the Animals

• God has placed instinct in animals to allow 
them to do many curious things.

– A spider on the North Pacific Coast
• “A spider, not bigger than a shirt button, on the North Pacific 

Coast, makes its nest in the empty shell of any bivalve. While 
the spider weighs a fraction of an ounce, the shell may weigh 
as much as 1/2 pound. The shell is generally raised 12 to 20 
Inches above the ground. This would be comparable to a man 
raising 3600 tons of concrete and steel 1800 feet in the air. If 
you were faced with such a task, how would you accomplish 
it? Of course, you couldn’t, unless you possessed sufficient 
scientific knowledge and engineering technique.



• “A law of physics decrees that a drying 
object shrinks and contracts. The spider is 
seemingly aware of this law for she locates 
her shell In relation to her home and swings 
down, leaving behind her a thread as wet 
as she can make it. This thread she ties to 
one edge of the shell and waits for it to dry. 
After incessant labor for several days, she 
succeeds in lifting first one end and then 
another.” (H. Rimmer)



Conclusion 

• Truly, as the Psalmist said,
Psalm 14:1 (NKJV)

– “The fool has said in his heart 
There is no God.”


